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Kleffmann: Global Crop Protection Sales

decline by 10% in nominal terms in 2015

by Dr. Bob Fairclough & Dr. Mirza Nomman Ahmed

In nominal terms the global market for crop
protection chemicals declined to US$ 54.6 billion
in Harvest Year 2015 as measured at ex-company
level.  Compared to the “all time high” of US$ 60.5
billion in 2014 this represents a decline of some
9.8%. It is also the first year that the market has
declined this decade and brings to an end a five
year period of growth.

The “writing was on the wall” as far back as
early 2014 so it comes as no surprise that the
market has declined by this amount says
Kleffmann Team Leader Dr. Bob Fairclough.
However, as always the “devil is in the detail” and
whilst a 10% decline in nominal terms is the case
it is not so when expressed in real terms. If we
strip out the effect of currency movement and
express the market in constant currency (2014)
then in fact the reverse is true; and the market
saw a slight improvement. Inflationary pressures
when taken into account will change the picture
once again but overall in real terms we will see
a growth; albeit significantly less than has been
the case for the last few years. Asides the impact
of external factors such as currency headwinds &
emerging market instability; then significantly
lower commodity prices, credit availability, variable
weather patterns including the impact of the
current El Niño weather phenomenon have
also contributed to this slowdown. Not so well
documented is the effect of farmer buying patterns
“downgrading” purchases to cheaper off-patent
alternatives as the squeeze on farm incomes
tightens. The trend may well be reversed once
farm incomes improve; but as yet that remains
unknown comments Fairclough.

Kleffmann’s value assessment for the crop
protection industry remains higher than other

estimates and for good reason.  An increasing
number of farmer surveys and increasing more
within the Asian region allow for the collection of
more realistic data on field applications instead of
inventory moving through the value chain. This
product-use data captures more post-patent
products being used and relies less on market
share and value information provided by for
example multinational companies explains
Kleffmann Regional Manager (APAC) Dr. Nomman
Ahmed.  An interesting comparison is between the
reported sales of the leading companies and that
of the overall market in 2015.  It is a reasonable
observation that the leading companies had a
“tougher time” as compared to the overall market
which in turn lead to the assumption that the
distribution chain at least in part filled the void.
This is actually the reverse of the situation in
2014. Whether the supply chain has reverted to
an equilibrium of before 2014 or in-fact is now
effectively de-stocked lead us to various
assumptions about the market in 2016 and going
forward.  It is also true that many of the smaller
companies performed rather better than the
multinationals in 2015.

Whilst the overall market performance in
2015 could be considered as a “disappointment”
there are a few “shining stars” comments
Fairclough. The massive weakening of many
currencies against the US dollar hides some good
local opportunities. Strong sales in local currency
terms in the East European countries of Ukraine
& Russia stand out and continue the run of good
years in these markets. Latin America is very
much in the same situation where double digit
growth in local currency terms in Brazil translated
into double digit decline when converted to US$
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terms; purely due to currency movement.  Mexico
with a much better growing season in 2015
performed exceptionally well even in US$ terms.

Within Asia there were fewer opportunities
for growth in contrast to the 2014 season. The
markets of China & India grew in local currency
but not to the sort of levels as seen in the past,
somewhat analogous to the developments in GDP.
The Japanese market fell by 2% in local currency.
These three main Asian markets; however, once
translated into US$ terms all effectively saw
declines; significantly so in the case of Japan. In
China, which is increasingly transforming into a
mature market, agriculture is in the middle of a
period of structural change. Modernization of the
sector – emphasized by an accelerated speed of
land transfer and crackdown on “excess-toxicity”
(environmental scrutiny) – has in part contributed
to a transient market slowdown. In the near future,
however, the modernized Chinese agriculture is
set to spur the demand for high quality farming
inputs explains Ahmed.

Of the EU 28 markets then Italy did better
than most at close to 4% growth in euro terms.
Germany saw slight improvement whereas France
declined by just over 1%; further narrowing the
gap between these two leading EU country
markets. When translated to US$ terms, however,
all Euro markets saw double digit declines as was
the case for the sterling-based UK market.

Within the North American region the US
market fell for the first time in a number of years
and whilst the Canadian market was essentially
flat in local currency  the region as a whole fell
by close to 5% in US$ terms.

The African & Middle East region continues
to be an area with vast potential and under-reported
sales at the retail level. South Africa remains a
robust market especially for higher value products
but suffered a down turn in 2015 as compared
to 2014. Turkey conversely saw significant
improvement even when expressed in US$ terms.
For many of the other African markets, however,
where registration requirements are less robust;
low value products continue to dominate to the
overall benefit of the “generic” producer. The
Middle East remains dominated by “political
instability” although there are positive signs in
some markets.  Non-more so than Iran explains
Ahmed; a market that essentially was “off the
radar” is suddenly becoming a focus for some of
the multinationals.

Kleffmann’s amis®AgriGlobe database of
farmer surveys and product use information drives
much of the company’s “top level” analysis. Now
in its third year and hosted on the company’s
software platform Kleffmann4you, the database
segments product use by geography, crop types,
active ingredients and seed varieties.
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WORLD  NEWS

CANADA TO CANCEL SOME USES

OF FUNGICIDE CHLOROTHALONIL

Health Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory
Agency (PMRA) is proposing to cancel the some
uses of fungicide chlorothalonil based on the human
health risk assessment. The proposed cancellations
include:

� Agricultural uses : blueberry, highbush;
blueberry, lowbush; celery, field; cherry (sweet
and sour); chickpea; Cole crops; conifers
(outdoor and nursery beds); corn, sweet;
cranberry; evening primrose; lentil; nectarine;
onion (dry and green); ornamentals
(greenhouse and outdoor); pea, dry; peach;
wheat; and turf (except for control of snow
mould);

� Material preservative use : paint.

After re-evaluation, the PMRA has revised
the occupational and residential risk assessments
with more information relevant to the potential
effects of chlorothalonil on human health,
particularly via dermal exposure. All other
components of the proposed re-evaluation decision
for chlorothalonil remain as originally described
in formal files.

Based on the revised occupational and
residential risk assessments for chlorothalonil, the
PMRA has determined that under the revised
conditions of use, some agricultural uses of
chlorothalonil do not present unacceptable risks to
human health. These uses include asparagus,
carrot, celery (seedbeds only), cucurbits, ginseng,
mushroom, parsnip, potato, strawberry, tomato,
turf (for control of snow mould only). As a condition
of continued registration of these uses, new risk-
reduction measures are proposed to be included on
the labels of pest control products containing
chlorothalonil.

The PMRA is inviting stakeholders to
submit comments on Re-evaluation decision of
chlorothalonil, as well as detailed proposals to
further refine the risk assessment and mitigate
risks. Before making a final re-evaluation decision
on chlorothalonil, the PMRA will consider all
comments received in response to the previously
published Proposed Re-evaluation Decision, along
with any comments or proposals submitted in
response to this amended proposed re-evaluation
decision. A science-based approach will be applied
in making a final decision on chlorothalonil. 

If no proposals to refine the risk assessment
are received, or if those received are inadequate,
then the PMRA will proceed to finalize the re-
evaluation decision to cancel the chlorothalonil
uses specified in this document.

Source : PMRA

EU RENEWS REGISTRATIONS

FOR FUNGICIDE IPROVALICARB

AND HERBICIDE PYRAFLUFEN-

ETHYL

The European Commission has recently announced
the renewal registrations for fungicide iprovalicarb
and herbicide pyraflufen-ethyl, as the approvals
will expire on 30 June 2016. The renewals shall
apply from 1 January 2016 and will expire on 31
March 2031.

For fungicide iprovalicarb, EU notes that
Member States shall pay particular attention to
the protection of groundwater from the relevant
soil metabolite PMPA (p-methyl-phenethylamine)
when the active substance is applied in regions
with low clay containing soil types; the safety of
operators and workers; the protection of aquatic
organisms in the case of formulated products
containing other active substances.
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For herbicide pyraflufen-ethyl, EU member
states are required to pay particular attention to
the protection of aquatic organisms and non-target
terrestrial plants.

Source : EUR-Lex

CHINA REDUCED ANTI-DUMPING

DUTY ON THE IMPORTS OF

PYRIDINE FROM INDIA

China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM)
confirmed in a recent announcement, to reduce
the anti-dumping duty on pyridine imports
from an Indian company Jubilant Life Sciences
to 17.6 % from existing 24.6 %. 

MOFCOM imposed a five-year anti-dumping
tariffs from 11 November 2013 on Indian and
Japanese imports of pyridine, a raw material for
making pesticides and herbicides. The tariff ranged
from 24.6 percent to 57.4 percent for different
companies, and the existing tariff for Jubilant
was 24.6%.

Jubilant said it will benefit from China’s
decision to reduce anti-dumping duty on the imports
of pyridine, however, did not quantify how much
would it gain nor the value of pyridine exports to
China. 

“MOFCOM reduced anti-dumping duty on
pyridine based on the review petition filed by the
company,” Jubilant Life Sciences said in a
regulatory filing. The company will continue to
evaluate the market conditions and get the “benefit
of reduced duty going forward”, it added.

Pyridine is a chemical which is used in the
preparation of various agrochemicals and
pharmaceuticals besides being an important
solvent and reagent.

Source : AgroPages.com

BRAZIL - WHITE FLIES

BECOMING A BIGGER CONCERN

FOR COTTON FARMERS

Farmers always have to worry about things that
might impact their crops such as weather and

pests and now cotton farmers in Mato Grosso have

added a new pest to their list of worries - white

flies. Recently, the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture

added white flies to the list of significant cotton

pests that already includes the boll weevil and

Asian rust. White flies came to the forefront a few

years ago as a significant pest for soybeans in

Brazil and now it is becoming a significant pest

for cotton as well.

In high numbers, the insect can impede the

development of small cotton plants, they can

transmit virus to the cotton plant, and they can

contaminate the cotton fibers by introducing a

fungus into the bolls. Farmers in Mato Grosso

started planting their safrinha cotton last month

and it has been reported by Global Rural that

some farmers have already sprayed two or three

times in an effort to control the insect in their

newly planted cotton.

The insect populations seem to be especially

high this year due to the favorable hot and humid

weather that has engulfed the area over the past

month and a half. Most of the cotton produced in

Mato Grosso is now grown as a safrinha crop

which is planted immediately after the soybeans

are harvested. White flies are a major insect pest

attacking soybeans and the problem is that many

farmers stop their efforts to control the insect in

soybeans as the crop approaches maturity.

Researchers say this is a mistake because the

insects can then move directly into the cotton crop

as soon as the cotton plants emerge.

Controlling the insect is not easy or cheap.

A general use insecticide might cost R$ 8 per

hectare, whereas an insecticide specifically

designated for white fly control might cost as

much as R$ 80 or R$ 100 per hectare. Scientists

are warning that the indiscriminate use of the

cheaper general insecticides may actually spur

the development of insecticide resistant white flies

and it might be better to use the more expensive

insecticides which provide better control.

Source : http://www.soybeansandcorn.com/
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BIOTECH NEWS

GM MUSTARD FACES NEW

HURDLES

In a move that has effectively placed commercial
cultivation of GM Mustard in cold storage for now,
biotech regulator Genetic Engineering Approval
Committee (GEAC) has outlined several steps before
the hybrid could be brought back to the table for
a review.

Besides suggesting eight time-consuming
additional bio-informatic tests for inclusion in the
seed’s biosafety dossier, the GEAC on February 5
asked the Centre for Genetic Manipulation of
Crop Plants (CGMCP) to prepare a Risk Assessment
and Risk Management (RARM) document.

It set a timeline of two weeks for submission
of the revised biosafety dossier but separately
recommended a long winding procedure for
“further review and consultation” on the biosafety
data.

 “The revised dossier received from the
applicant would be considered by the Sub-Committee
and a Biosafety RARM report would be prepared for
consideration of the GEAC,” it said.

The report would have to incorporate all
concerns raised by Coalition for GM-Free India,
Chief Minister, various representations and even
comments in the media.

Subsequent to the review, and if the biosafety
dossier is found to be complete in all respects, the
GEAC has recommended that both dossier and
RARM report — minus certain confidential segments
— be put out in the public domain for comments.

However, no information would be posted while
the review is still under progress, said the biotech
regulator.

“A detailed response to the comments received
would be prepared and considered before a final

decision is taken by the GEAC,” says a note from
the Environment Ministry.

Bowing to the widespread opposition by farmers
and NGOs, the GEAC “also agreed that an
opportunity for personal hearing may be provided
as and when requested”.

After the GEAC meeting in February,
Environment Minister said that his ministry would
not rush into any decision or “impose decisions
without wide consultations”.

Before the fresh review procedure starts, the
committee will meet first — likely on March 3 —
to finalise the modalities for preparing the
RARM report “including roles, responsibilities,
consultation, time lines etc”.

The GEAC, meanwhile, has now decided to
meet every month, which is its original mandate,
with the first Friday of each month set as the
meeting date. Last year, the GEAC met only twice.
The spat over GM Mustard DMH-11 has turned
into a national debate even though this variety is
being developed by Delhi University’s CGMCP which
has pledged to distribute it for free. The project is
funded by DU’s Department of Biotechnology and
the National Dairy Development Board.

Supporters of GM mustard — which has the
potential of increasing yield by 25 per cent — say
it is required in India as the country is still
dependent on edible oil imports. India’s rapeseed-
mustard seed production stood at 63.09 lakh tonnes
in 2014-15 crop year (July-June).

This is the first proposal that has come up
before the NDA government after the previous
regime had put a moratorium on commercial
cultivation of Bt Brinjal in 2010. Currently, Bt
cotton is the only GM crop allowed for commercial
cultivation.

Source : Indian Express
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GLOBAL PIPELINE OF GM CROPS

FOR 2020

A study published in Nature Biotechnology presents
the worldwide pipeline of genetically modified (GM)
crops that are likely to be commercialized and
cultivated by farmers in the short to medium term.
Researchers at the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of
the European Commission have updated a 2008
JRC study that analyzed the GM crops that were
expected in the market in 2015. The paper describes
GM crops in the pipeline from 2008 to 2014, and
shows the global situation of GM crops in
development, with the objective of describing the
medium-term innovations in the food, feed, and
industrial sectors.

The database has been built by collecting
information about the status of GM crops both in
the regulatory pipeline of national biotechnology
agencies and in the advanced phase of development
by technology providers. In addition, the researchers
examine the 2020 outlook of new crops and traits,
with a special focus on new quality traits (e.g., for
nutrition enhancement) and plants and traits
developed for the emerging bio economy sector. This
last group refers to plants genetically modified to
provide feedstock material for the manufacturing
of liquid biofuels and the production of bio-based
chemicals.

The researchers include a look at trade
implications of the global GM crops pipeline, giving
particular relevance to the potential issues of Low
Level Presence (LLP) of non-authorized GM crops,
related to asynchronous approval or isolated foreign
approvals of GM crops.

Finally, the study analyzes the role of
developing countries in the GM crop pipeline. The
authors conclude that, although a few arable crops
(for feed and industrial use) and agronomic traits
will likely dominate commercial varieties for the
foreseeable future, with many being stacked together,
more quality traits and specialty crops are being
introduced into the pipeline. They also note that
new technology developers are emerging,

particularly in developing countries such as India,
China, Brazil, and Africa.

Source : Institute of Food Technologists

GLOBAL BIOPESTICIDES MARKET

VALUED AT $4.17 BN BY 2023

Biopesticides Market was valued at US$ 1.72 bn
in 2014 and is expected to reach US$ 4.17 bn by
2023, at a CAGR of 9.9% from 2015 to 2023.

Increasing Emergence of New Pests to Boost
Biopesticides Market

On the basis of product type, the global biopesticides
market is segmented into bioinsecticides,
bionematicides, biofungicides, and bioherbicides.
Factors such as the increasing number of
regulations posed on the utilization of chemical
pesticides, the high number of new product
introductions, and the rising availability of
biopesticides are fuelling the market for
biopesticides. Furthermore, factors such as the
increasing emergence of new pests and the rising
inclination among farmers as well as the general
populace towards organic farming have also
impacted the market positively. On the other hand,
the low shelf life of biopesticides is a key concern
for producers and may impede the growth of the
market in the coming years. In addition, factors
such as the absence of awareness amongst people
about the prime advantages related with the usage
of biopesticides and the negligence to substitute
traditional chemical pesticides with biopesticides
for crop protection may also inhibit the growth of
the market.

Microbial Pesticides Held a Share of 57.7%
in 2014

In terms of active ingredient type, the market is
segmented into plant pesticides, microbial pesticides,
and biochemical pesticides. Amongst these, in 2014,
the segment of microbial pesticides led the market
and constituted a share of 57.7% in the market.
This segment is predicted to expand at a 9.70%
CAGR between 2015 and 2023. Biopesticides are
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majorly utilized on three types of crops, namely
arable crops, permanent crops, and others including
greenhouse crops, turf grasses, and forage.
Amongst these, biopesticides find major application
in the protection of permanent crops. Biopesticides
are primarily used for three applications, namely
on-farm applications, seed treatment applications,
and post-harvest applications.

North America Biopesticides Market Emerges
as the Largest Market

On the basis of geography, the biopesticides market
is segmented into Europe, North America, Asia
Pacific, and Rest of the World (RoW). Amongst
these, in 2014, North America led the market and
is predicted to experience steady growth owing to
the increasing demand for biopesticides from top
markets such as Canada and the U.S. Asia Pacific
trailed North America and stood as the second
largest market for biopesticides the same year. On
the other hand, within Europe, Italy, France, and
Spain emerged as the prime markets, while the
UK and Germany have come up as the prime
testing markets for new product launches. The
increasing research and development activities by
prime players are a chief factor fuelling the
European biopesticides market.

The prominent players dominant in the
market are Arysta LifeSciences, BASF SE, Valent
Biosciences Corp, Dow AgroSciences, Novozymes
A/S, and Bayer CropScience AG, among others.

Source : Transparency Market Research

11 COUNTRIES THAT PRODUCE

THE MOST GENETICALLY

MODIFIED CROPS

The 11 countries that produce the most

genetically modified crops have understood
their importance in today’s world. With over 800
million people currently living in poverty, the need
for genetically modified crops has never been
greater.

Genetically modified crops refer to crops whose
DNA has been modified in order to give them a

characteristic which is not naturally occurring in
nature. This can allow the crops to be resistant
to pesticides or herbicides while allowing
some crops to produce more nutrients while
others yet can be made resistant from different
diseases. Generally, cotton, corn and soybean are
some of the most produced genetically modified
crops.

Due to the improvement in growth, many
farmers have happily adopted genetically modified
crops as well. In less than 20 years, the total
production of genetically modified crops has grown
by over 100 times. Even though scientists have
unanimously agreed that genetically modified crops
cause no harm in health, many still believe that
that such crops are unsafe. The 11 countries that
produce the most genetically modified crops know
that this is not the case, and are as follows,
according to figures reported by the International
Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech
Applications.

11. Bolivia

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
1 million hectares

The use of genetically modified crops has
greatly increased Bolivia’s crop yield, especially
soy, which is nearly 100% produced through
genetically modified seeds. A law known as the
Mother Earth law was passed in the country, which
is against genetically modified crops, hence limiting
its use in the country.

10. Uruguay

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
1.6 million hectares

Uruguay has also embraced genetically
modified crops due to the myriad of advantages
associated with it. However, the country has
taken notice of how genetically modified seeds can
fertilize non modified seeds as well, which has
been raised as a cause for concern. Despite this,
the country has approved events promoting
modified crops.
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9. South Africa

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
2.7 million hectares

South Africa has always been in favor of
genetically modified crops, as evidenced by the
Genetically Modified Organisms Act of 1997, which
was the foundation for the growth of genetically
modified crops. It is the largest producer of
genetically modified crops in Africa.

8. Pakistan

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
2.9 million hectares

It is one of the largest countries in the world
by population, most of which are extremely poor.
With agriculture being the historic profession in
the county, and most of the Punjab province being
extremely fertile, Pakistan has always had the
potential to grow genetically modified crops, and
it has utilized this potential as well.

7. Paraguay

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
3.9 million hectares

Paraguay is the fourth biggest exporter of soy
in the world, and most of the soy produced by the
country is through genetically modified crops,
which have helped increase the quality and yield
as well.

6. China

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
3.9 million hectares

While China is sixth in the list of 11 countries
that produce the most genetically modified crops
in the world, it’s total production could have been
much greater if the public wasn’t so wary regarding
the health concerns applicable on consumption of
genetically modified crops.

5. Canada

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
11.6 million hectares

The main genetically modified crops grown
by Canada include soybean, corn, sugar and canola
oil, among the total of 85 genetically modified
crops which can be grown legally in the country.
However, genetically modified crops are mostly
exported by the country.

4. India

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
11.6 million hectares

While India has generally been double
minded regarding the costs and benefits of
genetically modified crops, the new government,
led by Prime Minister Narendar Modi has begun
to increase the amount of such crops being
grown in the country.

3. Argentina

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
24.3 million hectares

With nearly 25 million hectares planted with
genetically modified crops, Argentina is one of the
leading nations in this regard, mainly producing
maize, cotton and soybean with genetically modified
seeds.

2. Brazil

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
42.2 million hectares

Despite the Brazilian public being
apprehensive regarding the growth of genetically
modified crops, the country is still the second
largest producer of such crops, backed by the
country’s national agricultural institute.

1. United States of America

Total area of genetically modified crops in 2014:
73.1 million hectares

The US has enthusiastically embraced the
growth of genetically modified crops, with over
90% of the cotton, corn and soybean produced in
the country being some variant of genetically
modified crops.
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NEW REQUIREMENTS TO

ADDRESS CORN ROOTWORM

RESISTANCE TO BT CORN

In response to signs that the corn rootworm is

becoming resistant to single trait Bt products,

EPA is announcing new, more protective

requirements designed to delay corn rootworm

resistance to genetically engineered “Bt corn.”

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) corn produces a Bt

pesticide, long used as part of organic farming, as

part of the plant itself, to address corn rootworm

pests. 

When EPA registered Bt corn, EPA ensured

that mid-course corrections could be made if

additional restrictions on the use of the pesticide

were needed to address evolving issues. For

example, these corrections could include

requirements for additional measures or use

restrictions if a specific Bt pesticide begins to lose

its effectiveness to kill the corn rootworm. EPA is

adding additional requirements to delay pests from

becoming resistant.  

These actions will ensure that farmers have

safe, effective tools for years to come to control one

of the most troublesome pests confronting the

nation’s corn growers. Use of Plant Incorporated

Protectants (PIPs), including Bt corn, is one of the

safest methods of insect control. If used properly,

PIP crops greatly reduce the need for conventional

pesticides and the risks they may pose to human

health and the environment. For these methods to

continue to be available, it is essential that they

remain effective. 

Based in part on an independent science peer

review, a letter to the EPA from corn rootworm

experts, and public comments to EPA’s docket,

measures include: 

� Proactive Integrated Pest Management (IPM),

including the rotation of fields to non-Bt corn

crops every few years and other changes

will greatly reduce resistant corn rootworm

populations

� Proactive early warning efforts will more

aggressively and expeditiously detect and

address potential problem fields. Companies

are required to investigate reports of damage

and notify affected companies, neighbors,

extension specialists, and crop consultants in

areas where populations are found to be

resistant. 

� Limitations on specific Bt products on problem

and perhaps adjoining fields (depending on

the severity of problem) when resistance has

been detected. This could include changes in

the way farmers use Bt corn, changes in the

varieties they choose and other measures.

Source : EPA
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COMPANY  NEWS

INDIAN AGROCHEMICAL

COMPANIES – Q3 PERFORMANCE

Monsanto India Q3 net profit down by 17.68%

The company’s net profit stood at Rs 48.34 crore
in the same quarter corresponding year, it said in
a BSE filing. Agri-biotechnology major Monsanto
India   posted a 17.68 percent drop in standalone
net profit to Rs 40.76 crore in the third quarter
of this fiscal. The company’s net profit stood at
Rs 48.34 crore in the same quarter corresponding
year, it said in a BSE filing. Total income remained
higher at Rs 153.6 crore in the October-December
period of 2015-16, from Rs 133.8 crore in the year-
ago period, Monsanto India said. However its
expenses were slightly higher at Rs 109.93 crore
as against Rs 90.32 crore in the said period.
Monsanto India is a subsidiary of US-based
Monsanto, engaged in selling agri-inputs. It is the
only publicly listed Monsanto entity outside the
US.

Source : MoneyControl

Bayer CropScience standalone Dec ’15 sales
at Rs 642.40 crore

Bayer CropScience has reported a sales total income
from operations of Rs 642.40 crore and a net profit
of Rs 27.40 crore for the quarter ended Dec ’15
Bayer CropScience has reported a standalone total
income from operations of Rs 642.40 crore and a
net profit of Rs 27.40 crore for the quarter ended
Dec ’15. Other income for the quarter was
Rs 20.20 crore. For the quarter ended Dec 2014
the standalone total income from operations was
Rs 712.00 crore and net profit was Rs 55.00 crore,
and other income Rs 24.80 crore. Bayer CropScience
shares closed at 3,472.30 on February 02, 2016
(NSE) and has given -11.44% returns over the last
6 months and 0.35% over the last 12 months. 

Source : MoneyControl

Coromandel net profit falls 41% in Q3
FY2015-16

Indian fertiliser and pesticide maker Coromandel
International Ltd recently reported a 41% fall in
net profit in the quarter ended 31 December, 2015
due to erratic rainfall impacting the farm sector
and higher expenses.

The consolidated net profit for the company,
controlled by the Rs.26,900-crore Murugappa
Group, stood at Rs.81.8 crore as against Rs.139
crore a year ago.

Total income from operations fell 18% to
Rs.2,749 crore. 

MD quoted that weak monsoon in addressable
markets and rupee depreciation impacted
sales and margins and in spite of a challenging
environment, Coromandel has increased its market
share in home markets and has taken initiatives
to provide value-added products and services to the
farming community.

India’s worst June-September monsoon in six
years ended with a 14% deficit, impacting crop
output in the rain-dependent kharif season. The
autumn harvest is likely to drop to 124 million
tonnes (mt) in 2015, compared with 126.3 mt last
year and 128.7 mt in 2013-14, according to the
first advance estimate released by the farm
ministry on 16 September. Some of the areas that
suffered the worst rainfall deficits include
Maharashtra, eastern Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
northern interior Karnataka and Telangana.

Source : Coromandel International

PI Industries Q3 net profit up 16% at Rs 72.53
crore

Total income from operations rose to Rs 510.98
crore during the quarter-under review, from
Rs 504.92 crore in the same quarter of the previous
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fiscal, the company said in a regulatory filing.
Agro-chemicals firm PI Industries reported 16
percent rise in its net profit at Rs 72.53 crore for
the quarter ended December 31, on account of
lower tax expenses and rise in income. The
company had reported a net profit of Rs 62.22
crore in the year-ago period. Total income from
operations rose to Rs 510.98 crore during the
quarter-under review, from Rs 504.92 crore in the
same quarter of the previous fiscal, the company
said in a regulatory filing. The company’s tax
expenses came down to Rs 23.85 crore from
Rs 29.16 crore. PI Industries currently operates
three formulation and two manufacturing facilities
as well as five multi-product plants in Gujarat.
The company deals in agro-chemicals, plant
nutrients, specialty fertilisers and seeds. It also
focuses on custom synthesis and contract
manufacturing of chemicals including techno
commercial evaluation of chemical processes.

Source : MoneyControl

Bharat Rasayan standalone Dec ’15 sales at
Rs 97.55 crore

Bharat Rasayan has reported a sales total income
from operations of Rs 97.55 crore and a net profit
of Rs 6.41 crore for the quarter ended Dec ’15
Bharat Rasayan has reported a standalone total
income from operations of Rs 97.55 crore and a net
profit of Rs 6.41 crore for the quarter ended
Dec ’15. Other income for the quarter was Rs 0.75
crore. For the quarter ended Dec 2014 the
standalone total income from operations was
Rs 93.70 crore and net profit was Rs 4.80 crore,
and other income Rs 0.63 crore. Bharat Rasayan
shares closed at 926.05 on February 15, 2016
(NSE) and has given -15.95% returns over the last
6 months and -19.07% over the last 12 months.

Source : MoneyControl

Meghmani Organi consolidated Dec ’15 sales
at Rs 310.96 crore

Meghmani Organics has reported a consolidated
total income from operations of Rs 310.96 crore
and a net profit of Rs 23.21 crore for the quarter

ended Dec ’15 Meghmani Organics has reported
a consolidated total income from operations of
Rs 310.96 crore and a net profit of Rs 23.21 crore
for the quarter ended Dec ’15. For the quarter
ended Dec 2014 the consolidated total income from
operations was Rs 303.87 crore and net loss was
Rs 4.56 crore. Meghmani Organi shares closed at
21.45 on February 02, 2016 (NSE) and has given
-10.44% returns over the last 6 months and
-10.81% over the last 12 months.

Source : Money Control

Dhanuka Agritech Q3 profit rises 2.5% to
Rs 22.55 cr

Income from operations in the October-December
quarter of the current financial year rose to Rs 206
crore from Rs 179.11 crore in the year-ago period,
the company said in a regulatory filing.

Agrochemical firm Dhanuka Agritech
reported 2.5 percent increase in net profit at
Rs 22.55 crore for the third quarter ended December
31. The company had clocked a net profit of
Rs 22 crore in the same quarter last year. Income
from operations in the October-December quarter
of the current financial year rose to Rs 206 crore
from Rs 179.11 crore in the year-ago period, the
company said in a regulatory filing. Managing
Director quoted that despite adverse agro-climatic
conditions, they have achieved superior sales
growth. All our products have done well. South
and West zones are our key markets and have
done well. 

Source : MoneyControl

Rallis India Q3 net down 20% at Rs 20.41
crore

Total income from operations during the October-
December quarter of the current fiscal declined to
Rs 311.11 crore as against Rs 388.18 crore in the
same period last fiscal, the company said in a BSE
filing. Rallis India reported a 20 percent fall in
its consolidated net profit at Rs 20.41 crore for the
December quarter. The company had reported a
net profit of Rs 25.49 crore in the year-ago period.
Total income from operations during the October-
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December quarter of the current fiscal declined to
Rs 311.11 crore as against Rs 388.18 crore in the
same period last fiscal, the company said in a BSE
filing. Rallis India is a subsidiary of Tata Chemicals
with business presence in the Farm Essentials
vertical.

Source : MoneyControl

ChemChina acquires Syngenta in $43 bn deal

BASEL, Switzerland - In the biggest foreign

acquisition to date by a Chinese company,

state-owned ChemChina has agreed to a $43

billion bid for Swiss seeds and pesticides group

Syngenta.

China National Chemical Corp. offered $465

a share in cash, according to a statement on

Wednesday. The offer, endorsed by Syngenta’s

board, is about 20 percent higher than the stock’s

last close.

The cash takeover adds to the massive

shakeup in the agrochemicals industry after Dow

Chemical and DuPont agreed to combine to create

an over $100 billion company.

Syngenta’s board voted unanimously to

accept the offer, which will be finalised by the end

of 2016.

The deal would make ChemChina, as the

company is known, the world’s biggest producer

of pesticides and agrochemicals.

Syngenta said the move would allow it to

make long-term investments in innovation.

Syngenta’s current management will continue

to lead the company. After the transaction is

finalised, a board of directors composed of six

members will be chaired by Ren Jianxin, president

of ChemChina, and include four members of the

current board.

ChemChina has units ranging from chemicals

to petroleum refining and tyres. The group’s

agribusiness division is a major producer of

fertilisers and pesticides.

Syngenta shares rose 6 percent on the Zurich

bourse by early afternoon on the news of the offer,

worth 480 francs a share.

“We have a very attractive offer on the table

and we are putting it to our shareholders,”

Syngenta’s interim Chief Executive said in an

interview with The Wall Street Journal.

The proposed deal requires approval from

Syngenta shareholders.

It also signal that despite sharp volatility and

dips in global equity markets driven by concerns

over China’s economic growth, companies still see

opportunities for expansion through acquisitions.

The takeover would help ChemChina grow

Syngenta’s business in China and other emerging

markets, and help it gain a foothold in the US.

Syngenta’s intellectual property is also

attractive as the Swiss company develops

genetically engineered seeds.

If completed, the deal would help Chairman

Ren Jianxin transform ChemChina into the world’s

biggest supplier of pesticides and agrochemicals,

while snatching an asset coveted by St. Louis-

based Monsanto Co.

The deal also underscores the importance

China attaches to owning seed and crop care

technology that can boost agricultural output and

help feed the world’s biggest population, writes

Bloomberg.

Syngenta will provide global access to farmers

from Brazil to the UK. Helping execute that vision

is Ren, a 58-year-old executive who started

China’s first professional cleaning company with

a 10,000 yuan loan and is now emerging as one

of the country’s most active dealmakers, says

Bloomberg.
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China is looking to secure food supply for its

population. Syngenta’s portfolio of top-tier

chemicals and patent-protected seeds will represent

a major upgrade of its potential output.

“Only around 10 percent of Chinese farmland

is efficient. This is more than just a company

buying another. This is a government attempting

to address a real problem,” a source close to the

deal told Reuters.

Years of intensive farming combined with

overuse of chemicals has degraded land and

poisoned water supplies, leaving China vulnerable

to crop shortages. The deal fits into Beijing’s plans

to modernize agriculture over the next five years,

reported Reuters.

Source : http://www.switzerlandnews.net/

Hexazinone project of Jiangsu Corechem put
in trial production

On the 28th December 2015, Jiangsu

Corechem Ltd launched its hexazinone trial

production in Jiangsu Huaián Yanhua New

Material Industrial Park. The company

specializes in research and production of

agrochemicals, pesticide intermediates and fine

chemicals. The project launched this time is a

hexazinone herbicide project, which is expected

to generate an annual production value of Yuan

1.5 billion after reaching designed capacity.

Jiangsu Corechem Ltd was set up and wholly

owned by Zhejiang Corechem Ltd, designed to

have an annual production capacity of 7,400 tons

of pesticide technical and 1,500 pesticide

formulations, of which the 7,400 tons of pesticide

technical includes 3,000 tons of hexazinone, 800

tons of carbetamide, 1,000 tons of diflufenican,

300 tons of fluazinam, 1,000 tons of flufenacet,

500 tons of trifloxystrobin, 200 tons of sulfluramid,

300 tons of metconazole and 300 tons of triticonazole.

Source : AgroPages.com

Nippon Soda seen snaring record profit

Agrochemical maker Nippon Soda’s group pretax

profit likely came to about 14.5 billion yen ($122

million) for the three quarters ended Dec. 31, a

new record for the period.

That would represent a roughly 50% jump

from a year earlier. A U.S. equity-method affiliate

which makes feed additives fueled the profit growth,

performing well amid rising U.S. demand for meat.

Equity-method profit also swelled due to the weak

yen.

The Tokyo-based company’s sales apparently

climbed 3% to around 106 billion yen. The

agrochemical business saw healthy exports to

places such as Brazil and North America even as

it struggled domestically. For chemicals, sales were

brisk for additives used to harden pills, as well as

those used in paints and adhesives.

For the full year ending March 31, Nippon

Soda forecasts 147 billion yen in sales, a slight dip

from a year earlier. Pretax profit is projected to

surge 27% to a record 18.9 billion yen. The company

plans to overcome the lackluster domestic

agrochemical market by capturing demand in

Brazil, North America and Asia.

Source :  NIKKEI ASIAN REVIEW
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